
How To Install Your
Armstrong Suspended
Ceiling Panels

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS and WARRANTY INSIDE

®

MAN-MADE VITREOUS FIBER CEILING PANELS
THIS PRODUCT CONTAINS 
MAN-MADE VITREOUS FIBERS.

POSSIBLE CANCER AND RESPIRATORY TRACT HAZARDS CAN CAUSE
TEMPORARY RESPIRATORY, SKIN, AND EYE IRRITATION.
Precautionary Measures During the installation be certain that
the work site is well ventilated and avoid breathing dust. If
high dust levels are anticipated during installation such as with the
use of power tools, use appropriate NIOSH-designated dust
respirator. All power cutting tools must be equipped with dust
collectors. Avoid contact with skin or eyes. Wear long-sleeve, loose
fitting clothing, gloves, and eye protection.
First Aid Measures If contact occurs, flush eyes and skin irritation
with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes and remove
contaminated clothing. After installing material, wash with warm
water and mild soap. Wash work clothes separately from other
clothing. Rinse washer thoroughly.
Refer to Armstrong MSDS (which includes information on
established occupational exposure limits) which are available from
Armstrong or your employer.
Made in the United States by Armstrong World Industries, Inc.,
Lancaster Pennsylvania 17604.

WARNING

Do not store or install under conditions where relative humidity exceeds
70%. (Except HumiGuardTM Plus and HumiGuardTM Max)

Class A per ASTM E 1264.

LA294998-109-ENG
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HOW TO INSTALL YOUR
ARMSTRONG® SUSPENDED 

CEILING

SAFETY TIPS
■ See Warning statements elsewhere on this document.
■ Work Site Environment: Initially there may be a potential adverse impact on indoor air quality within the general work area during the 

installation process. During installation, adequate ventilation of the work area should be maintained without causing the entry of contaminants to
other parts of the building. Persons who are sensitive to odor and or chemicals should avoid the work area during this process.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION:
■ Store and install panels in areas with a temperature range of 60° to 80°F and not more than 70% relative humidity.
■ Remove panels from the cartons 24 hours before installation and allow them to adjust to normal interior conditions of the area where installation

will take place.
■ Never install ceiling panels below an existing ceiling that contains imbedded radiant-heat coils.
■ Do not apply loose fill or batt insulation so that it rests directly on the panels.
■ Keep hands clean to avoid smudges on the finished ceiling.
■ Always cut ceiling panels face up with a sharp utility knife.
■ Main beams run the opposite direction of the joists.
■ Main beams are on 4 foot centers.
■ The minimum drop is 3 inches.
■ Allow for drop-in lights by adding 2″ to the height of the light for clearance.
■ Locate Hidden joists by tapping on the ceiling until you hear a solid thud. Drive a nail in here. Repeat this to locate other joists and determine their

direction.
■ Mark the joist locations with chalklines.

TOOLS
NEEDED TO
INSTALL
YOUR
CEILING

Safety Glasses

Measuring Rule

Straight Edge

Hammer

Pencil

2" or 3’
Carpenter’s
Level

Utility Knife
Tin Snips

String

Chalk
Line Wire Cutting Pliers

Determine Length 
of Border Panels

1. Divide width of 
room by length of      2
single panel       *4′ 9′

–8
2. Add the remainder......1′

to length of 
single panel         +  4′

= 5′
3. Divide it by 2 . . . . = 2′6″

Length of the
Border Panels is 2′6″

PLANNING
YOUR
ARMSTRONG
CEILING

10'6"

9'

Sample Room

Joists Usually 
16″ on Center
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Snapped Chalk 
Lines in Center 
of Joists

B

Locate Hidden Joists to Install Wire Fasteners
1. Find joists (A).
2. Drive nails to find exact center line of joists.
3. Snap chalk line for each joist (B).

9'

2'6"

2'6"

1' 3" 1' 3"

Determine Panel
Layout
1. Determine length of

border panels.
2. Determine width of

border panels.

For best appearance, bor-
der panels should 
be the same size on the
opposite sides of the
room. Use your room
dimensions and follow
the formula in the 
worksheets at right.

Sample Room Panel Layout
10'6"

Width 
of 
Border 
Panel

Length 
of 
Border 
Panel

Cross Tees 2′ Apart

Sample Worksheets, using 2′x 4′ panels in a 9′x10′6″ room.

*use 4′ for 2′x 4′ panel,
2′ for 2′x 2′ panel

*use 2′ for 2′x 4′ panel,
2′ for 2′x 2′ panel

Main 
Beams 
4′ Apart

Determine Width 
of Border Panels

1. Divide length of 
room by width of       5     
single panel    *2′ 10′6″

– 10 
2. Add the remainder...... 6″

to width of 
single panel         + 2′

= 2′6″
3. Divide it by 2 . . . = 1′3″

width of the
Border Panels is 1′3″
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THREE EASY STEPS TO INSTALL YOUR ARMSTRONG CEILING

A

B
C

1. Mark height desired for new ceiling (A).
2. Add height of Wall Molding and mark a level line around 

3 walls (B).
3. Snap a connecting chalk line on the 4th wall.
4. Nail Wall Molding to the wall studs (C).
5. If nailing molding directly to wall is not possible (for example, a

solid concrete or stone wall), hang a section of main runner next
to the wall as a substitute for regular wall molding.

Outside
Corner

C C Inside
Corner

Install Fasteners and Hanger Wires.
1. Snap Chalk Line for Main Beams 4′ Apart (A).
2. Screw in Wire Fasteners 4′ Apart (B).
3. Wrap hanger wire securely around itself 3 times (C).

NOTE: Add extra wires for light fixtures, one at each corner of the light.

2'6"

2'6"

10'6"

9'

• ••

• • •4'4'

4' 4'

Sample Room

A

B

Joists

A

C
B

4′

Wall Molding

Set Trimmed End of Main Beam
on Wall Molding

Cross Tee Slot

Trim the Main Beam
Trim end of first Main Beam (A) so that a Cross Tee slot on the Main
Beam is the border panel distance from the wall (B).

Step 1

A

Step 2

Prebend Hanger Wires
1. Measure up 7/8″ from the bottom of the molding. Drive nail into

wall just above molding.
2. Do the same on other side of room. Stretch a string from nail to

nail along a row of wires (A).
3. Swing hanger wires over to string and bend each one at 90° where

they touch the string (B). Stretch additional strings to prebend other
hanger wires, to help level entire ceiling.

4. Remove Leveling String(s) after prebending wires.
B

A

Joist

Leveling
String

90°

INSTALL
WALL
MOLDING

STEP

1

INSTALL
SUSPENSION
SYSTEM

STEP

2

Use Main
Beam
instead
of Wall
Molding

Border Panel Distance

AB
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2′ x 2′ Installation
1. If you are using 2 x 2 panels, you need to lay out your grid differently.
2. Determine the size of your border panels from side to side.
3. Place the first main beam the border panel distance plus 2 feet from the wall.
4. Cut 4′ cross tees to the wall and insert 2′ cross tees between the 4′ cross tees to establish the border

panel openings.
5. Your main beams will then fall on 4′ centers from that point.

Cutting “recessed grid” ceiling border panels
1. Trim reveal edge border panels to the same dimensions as for flat panels. The reveal edge detail must

now be cut into the panel.

2. Set the panel into the grid. Draw a light pencil line on the panel using the wall molding as a guide.

3. Remove the panel. Use a sharp utility knife and straightedge to cut halfway through the panel from
the face side along the pencil line.

4. Lay the utility knife on its side next to the panel and, with the panel face up, cut in at blade height for
a reveal cut.

5. Remove the cut strip.

6. Fit the panel into the grid.

Hang First Main Beam
1. Stretch a guide string from one end of the room to the other below the molding

where the first main beam will hang (A).
(illus. A)

2. Place the cut end of the main beam on the wall molding and insert a hanger wire in
a hole near the other end of the main and wrap the wire around itself three times.

3. Insert the other wires into the main beam and wrap the wires around themselves
three times.

Cut Border Cross Tees
1. Find the location of the first border cross tee. (Border panel 

distance from end of main).
2. Place the end of the white face of the cross tee against the edge of the wall mold-

ing at the side and cut the cross tee where it crosses the guide string (B). (illus. A)
3. Insert the uncut end of the cross tee into the main and rest the cut end of the tee on

the molding
4. The far edge of the main should be directly above the string.
5. If you are using hook end cross tees, measure from the wall to the string and cut

the cross tee to that length. The string will then line up with the near edge of the
main.

6. Cut the second cross tee to length and insert it.
7. Temporarily fasten the tees to the wall molding so they do not move.

Squaring the Grid
1. Now install the first section of the second row of mains after cutting off one end so

a cross tee slot is the border panel distance from the end.
2. Install two four foot cross tees between the two mains in line with the first two bor-

der tees (C). (illus. A)
3. Measure across the diagonals of the 2′ x 4′ opening. The measurements will be the

same if the grid is square. If the measurements are not the same, shorten one of the
mains until the diagonals are equal.

4. Complete the rows of mains joining the ends with the built-in splices. (illus. B)
5. Finish cutting border cross tees between the wall the first row of mains.
6. Use the left-over ends of the mains to start other rows of mains if your room

requires them.
7. If you have additional rows of mains to install, stretch a second string from one side of the room to the other aligning it with the first 4 foot cross tee

as shown (D). (illus. A)
8. This second string will be your guide for cutting the remaining rows of mains. Just measure from the end wall to the string to determine the distance

for the first cross tee slot you will use.
9. You must line up cross tee slots for the grid to be square!

Install Grid
1. After the first section of main is installed in each row, and the grid is square, install the rest of the mains and cross tees. Use left over pieces of main to start

succeeding rows of mains after 
cutting to align cross tee slots.

2. Measure and cut border cross at the other side of the room.

A
B

Joist

Snap- In
Cross Tee

Hook- In
Cross Tee

B

B

C

D

illus. B

illus. Aillus. A

illus. C

illus. D
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1. Lift panel at angle through grid; drop into place (A).
2. Trim border panels, cutting panel face side up (B).

A B

INSTALL
PANELS

STEP

3

For additional information on installing tile 
ceilings, including special installation tips,

please visit our Web site at www.armstrong.com
or call customer service 

at 1-800-233-3823.

For additional information on installing suspended 
ceilings, including special installation tips,

please visit our Web site at www.armstrong.com
or call customer service 

at 1 800 233-3823.

Armstrong World Industries Ceilings Warranty covers Armstrong Ceiling Panels and Tiles and Armstrong Installation Systems installed together and are pre-
engineered to work as a total system. For any questions about our warranty, please call 1 800 233-3823.

Contractor Series
Contractor Series ceiling systems will be free from manufacturing defects for a period of five years from the date of purchase.
Armstrong Fiberglass ceilings are designed to be installed in interior areas with relative humidity not to exceed 95% and temperatures between 40-100 degrees
Fahrenheit (5-37 degrees C). All other Contractor Series ceilings may be installed in interior areas with relative humidity not to exceed 70% and temperatures
between 60-85 degrees Fahrenheit (15-30 degrees C).

HomeStyle™ Ceilings
HomeStyle ceiling product bearing our lifetime limited warranty (does not include HomeStyle ceiling 10-year limited warranty products) installed in your home will
be free from manufacturing defects from the date of purchase for as long as you own your home in which these products were installed.
HomeStyle ceiling product bearing our 10-year limited warranty (does not include HomeStyle ceiling lifetime limited warranty products) installed in your home will
be free from manufacturing defects for a period of ten years from the date of purchase.
HomeStyle ceilings are designed to be installed in interior areas with relative humidity not to exceed 70% and temperatures between 60-85 degrees Fahrenheit 
(15-30 degrees C).

Limitations:
■ This warranty does not cover problems caused by improper installation methods. It covers only installations done in accordance with installation instructions

contained within each carton.
■ This warranty does not cover damage caused by improper maintenance or by use contrary to our recommendations, such as use outdoors or on surfaces other

than ceilings.
■ This warranty does not cover damage caused by exposure to excessive humidity and temperature conditions described above.
■ This warranty does not cover normal wear and tear or shade changes due yo exposure to smoke, fumes, leaks or abuse.
■ This warranty does not cover labor charges to replace obvious visual defects in the material at time of installation.
■ This warranty applies only to material purchased by you in unopened cartons for your own use and not for resale. It does not apply to materials graded second

or odd lot.
■ This warranty is not transferable and applies to the original purchaser only.

No Implied Warranties
There are no implied warranties, representations or conditions, except those required by statute, and they shall not extend beyond the term of the warranty 
applicable to your purchase.

Consequential or Incidental Damages
We exclude and will not pay any consequential or incidental damage, loss or expense other than to the ceiling system itself.

Legal Rights
This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may have other rights which vary by jurisdiction.

Responsibility of Armstrong 
If a manufacturing defect does occur within the terms and conditions of this warranty, you will be supplied with new material to replace the defective ceiling panel
or tile and/or installation system. Subject to inspection, the replacement materials will be of the same or similar design and quality.

How to Make a Claim
If you believe there is a defect in your ceiling material and want to make a claim under this warranty, please notify, in writing, the retailer who sold you the materi-
al. If unable to contact your retailer, or if you notified your retailer of a defect and have not received satisfaction, please write us at:

Armstrong World Industries, Inc.,
Customer Response Center
P.O. Box 3210 
Lancaster, PA 17604 USA

ARMSTRONG LIMITED WARRANTY
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